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SCOTTISH ARTISTS UNION ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2019 

Verdant Works, Dundee 

Saturday 31st August 2019 

14.00 – 16.00 

 

Minutes of AGM 

Quorum: 21 Full members in attendance 

Welcome and opening remarks from vice president Lynda Graham (LG) 

• Apologies from members 

• Achievements and progress of last year  
1. Fair Work Contract 
2. Funding for new Learning post 
3. Continued funding for Learning Opportunities 
4. Free and Discounted Legal Advice 
5. Graduate membership 
6. Increased links to wider union movement 

• Introduction of our full staff team; introduction to the Executive Committee 

• Thanks to Geoghegans, Alterledger, and John Slavin, Wendy Burton and Eleanor 
McAdam from STUC 

LG opened discussion on how we find new angles to talk about Union work – what will our 
campaign look like? We need our members to get more involved – and we need to recruit 
new members. (suggestions inc. wearing your SAU badge, posters, social media, contacting 
your local councillor, MSP) “Do a little thing – Do a big thing”. Join Exec; support campaigns 

 

Financial Report 

Presented by Finance & Projects Manager, Gordon Dickson (GD) on behalf of Treasurer 
Karen Vaughan (KV) 

Geoghegans are our auditors and review our budgets and spending. 

They have confirmed that Scottish Artists Union (SAU) are a going concern, despite a deficit 
of £23k. We hold funds in excess of £37k. This deficit is due in part to the new pro rata 
payments for subscription fees, bringing in part-payments for 2018-2019. 

Approximately 50% of members renew on 1st April; this figure will therefore reflect 
differently next year. 

Exec summary – modernisation process of gathering fees, moving staff to permanent 
contracts from shot-term contracts. 

Core budget is planned to operate with a deficit – Alterledger and Geoghegans agreed this 
for another year. 
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The Finance Committee continue to provide regular scrutiny on day to day finances, and 
report the Exec Committee each month. 

There were no issues from the floor and the Finance paper was agreed. 

 

Election of Exec Committee 

Lynda Graham, Janie Nicoll, Karen Vaughan, Helen de Main, Chris Biddlecombe, Ben Owens, 
Fiona Pilgrim  

LG – any new members are welcome to observe, or can join for very specific events. 

JN – need for better regional spread, noting our new staff member Kirsten Body being based 
in the Highlands and Islands. We have members in every local authority area in Scotland – 
this is a strength, but can also pose difficulties. 

Discussions around regional reps is a work in progress. 

Ben Owens (BO) – volunteers to update on regional activity? 

GD – Gave introduction to the Learning Programme, and introduction to the staff team. 

 

Proposed Motions 

1. Increase in membership fee was discussed but was agreed to be postponed. Call out 
to members to help recruit. No rise this year, so no motion to carry. 
[insert original motion] 
 

2. Kirsten Gow – Geographic challenge to attend meetings/AGM.  

This Union notes the challenges in effectively serving a membership in a country as 

geographically diverse as Scotland, where members may require undertaking extensive travel at 

their own cost to participate in Union activity.  

This Union believes in the importance of working towards enabling accessible participation in 

Union activity for all members.   

The Union resolves to ensure that all future AGMs can be attended 'virtually' by making use of 

digital tools which allow two-way communication. 

 

Discussion involved – H&I have remote lectures – how expensive would this facility be? 

LG – Skype used at exec meetings, but could look into a better set-up. Issues with internet 
communication breaking down. Audio rather than video could counteract this.  

Universities have outreach spaces – look into using facilities out of season. Call out to 
members to ascertain who would use this. 

The proposed future action on this motion is -: to look into this, with a deadline for the 
completion of research being proposed as 6 months. 
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Unanimous agreement. 

 

 

 

 

3. Ailie Rutherford – Greta Thunberg called all adults to join a global general strike on 
20/09/19. 

This Union notes that Greta Thunberg and leading youth strikers for climate action from across 

the world have called for all adults to join a global general strike on 20th September 2019. 

This Union believes all artists should stand in solidarity with those already affected by climate 

change and with future generations and the young people who are walking out of our schools, 

striking and encouraging everyone to join them to ring the alarm for the climate emergency, 

because our governments have failed to take sufficient action to mitigate this unprecedented 

crisis.  

This Union resolves to join the action and call on all fellow unions, organizations and workers to 

join the strike to demand governments and corporations take immediate and decisive action to 

tackle the climate crisis. 

How would we demonstrate our striking action? Do we support an organised strike day? 
Having a small banner made was discussed – LG agreed to go to march on 20/09/19. Further 
issues discussed –: Publicise that the marches are happening; is the wording of this motion a 
voluntary thing – we don’t want members to feel that there are consequences in not taking 
part. It was agreed that the wording in this instance was not a problem. It was 
acknowledged that the SAU has been stretched as a union in the past but now is the time to 
push forward our campaigning agenda, make the union more visible and to encourage like-
minded people. We also have to acknowledge that just because you are an artist you are 
not necessarily politically minded or think the same way as each other. We cannot presume 
the politics of our members  

The proposed future action on this motion is -: To represent the SAU at the global general 
strike and to inform our members of this and invite them to join us. 

Motion passed with one abstention. 

 

4. Janie Nicoll - Is leaving the EU a disaster for Scottish artists. 

This Union notes that the current UK Government has ignored the wishes of the Scottish people 

in the referendum of 2016, order to push ahead with exiting from the European Union, either 

with or without a deal, despite a clear majority against it from voters throughout Scotland and 

in every local authority area. 

This Union believes that Brexit will be a disaster for the arts community in Scotland and beyond, 

having a hugely detrimental impact on what is already a precarious and underfunded sector, 
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reducing opportunities and causing financial hardship for individuals, organisations and 

institutions alike. 

This Union resolves to actively oppose Brexit by all means available to it, by actively 

campaigning against Brexit; making public statements, press statements, and by instigating and 

getting actively involved in any campaigns with other cultural unions or organisations in order to 

oppose Scotland being dragged out of the European Union against the will of the Scottish 

people. 

What do our members feel? We cannot presume, but the survey suggests that members 
feel it will have a negative impact. Do we now survey our members separately about this? 
Conversations have been had with Scan and also the Musicians Union who report that they 
actively campaigned due to damage being done to musicians to and from the UK and EU 
countries. Thoughts discussed - decision not to do a 2019 survey was due to ‘survey fatigue’ 
– and to focus on smaller more specific surveys. Agreement to motion would give us the 
power to go ahead. Member’s projects which may not happen due to Brexit? Worry about 
status from non-UK union members. It was also noted that this is a divisive issue to make a 
decision on behalf of 1400 people – we should collect data to cover this problem. Any level 
of discussion has to be backed with gathered information otherwise it is ‘empty news’. How 
much art has been funded by EU? Info to be gathered from Fiona Hyslop.  It was proposed 
we use ‘Scotland has already voted’ as a start point.  The previous survey already gives us 
information on members’ views on the impact of Brexit.  

What percentage of response is required to carry this forward? 35% has been the previous 
agreement. There needs to be a new focus of survey to counteract survey fatigue and 
achieve the best pick-up response. 

The proposed future action on this motion is -: ‘to survey and then progress with campaign’ 

Motion passed unanimously. 

 

 

 

 

5. Anne Devine and Ellie Harrison – Unreasonable increase in studio rents by Wasps. 

This Union notes the lack of transparency with the continuing rise in rent costs for WASPS artist 

tenants across Scotland and the increase in ‘hidden costs’ when moving into and between studio 

spaces. 

This Union believes that the WASPS organisation is more focused on making money than in 

supporting artists, or in listening to their concerns. 

This Union resolves to organise to win a recognised, formal and representative voice for all 

tenants on the WASPS board to challenge the issues of concern around rent prices, terms of 

tenancy and the overall direction of the organisation. 

Anne Devine is a long-term tenant of Wasps, and spoke on behalf of herself and Ellie 
Harrison who was not present. SAU assisted in money being returned to Ellie from Wasps. 
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She had moved from one Wasps studio facility to another and was not informed that her 
rent would increase and did not know about this until the money had been taken.  Much 
discussion around how Wasps have changed as a studio provider and their recent treatment 
of artists/tenants. The last 5 years of management has seen a clearing out of long-serving 
staff and the loss of ‘family’ feel of the organisation. Tenant artists do not like how they are 
being treated by Wasps and they show a lack of respect towards artists/tenants; there is a 
lack of transparency, and discrepancies in different tenants paying more for same services 
(e.g. graduates in Stromness are being charged a higher sq. metre rent than graduates in 
Edinburgh).   There have been changes to the use of studio buildings – e.g. the artist flats at 
Hanson Street have been converted into further studios.  It was noted that on the Wasps 
Board, there is now only one artist member – can this itself lead to a formal letter from the 
Scottish Artists Union to Wasps? 

Anne Devine also mentioned that the current Tenant’s Handbook is now very commercial 
and not artist-friendly.                                                                     

Many questions and much discussion was had on this Motion. The question was asked ‘why 
rent from them?’ There is a lack of alternative studio providers, there is the expense of 
moving studio. What are the hidden costs? Looking at the Shelter model re: illegal fees was 
brought up (in line with ‘eviction’ techniques). It was noted that as Wasps are an 
independent organisation it can be difficult to get them to change. What is their charitable 
status? What would be the effect of them losing their charitable status? If they have less 
than 90% capacity they would struggle to operate. What is an affordable rent? Can we work 
out an average and present this to Wasps? Can SAU collect information from members who 
are tenants in different studios, both with Wasps and other studio providers? Putting it into 
a wider context gives the motion more weight. The question was asked if we can come up 
with a formula to work out affordable rents – but ‘what is affordable’? The Wasps-managed 
Perth building was discussed – there is less focus on artists and more on ‘creative business’ 
– what direction are Wasps taking here?  

The proposed future action on this motion is -: – ‘SAU resolves to survey its membership to 
gain clearer understanding of issues facing them from their studio provider’. 

Motion passed unanimously. 

Closing remarks and thanks from vice president 
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